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a-Al2O3 Nanobelts and nanosheets with different morphologies and sizes have been successfully synthesized by

a simple chemical route from H2O and Al in an argon atmosphere. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and

transmission electron microscopy (TEM) observations show that the as-synthesized a-Al2O3 nanostructures

consist of nanobelts and nanosheets. We find that the temperature distribution inside the alumina tube is the

critical factor determining the morphologies and sizes of the a-Al2O3 nanostructures. Photoluminescence

measurements showed a blue luminescence band in the wavelength range of 400–500 nm, which can be

attributed to F1 centers in the a-Al2O3 nanostructures. The growth of these products is believed to be mainly

determined by growth kinetics as well as thermodynamics.

1. Introduction

One-dimensional nanostructures have received much attention
due to their potential interest for understanding fundamental
physical concepts and for applications in constructing nanoscale
electric and optoelectronic devices.1 Up to now, much attention
has been paid to the preparation of nanostructures of the family
of oxideswith interesting optical and electrical properties. Several
binary oxide nanostructures such as Ga2O3, GeO2, In2O3, SiO2

and ZnO have been successfully synthesized.2–8

Owing to their brittleness, ceramics have been regarded as
materials of modest performance, especially under tension or
bending conditions, In contrast to metals or polymers,
however, the thermal stability of ceramics above 700 uC
makes them suitable materials for high-temperature applica-
tions. Microstructural design is critical in order to obtain
reliable ceramic materials. Such materials are usually called
‘‘advanced ceramics’’.9 Recently, an enormous effort has been
paid to obtain alumina and aluminosilicate fibers with a high
Al2O3 content. For example, Al2O3 nanowires and nanobelts
have recently been synthesized through an in-situ catalytic
growth and thermal evaporation.10,11

In previous work, it was proposed that the growth of
nanostructures with different morphologies, sizes, composi-
tions and microstructures was mainly controlled by the
temperature and duration of the reaction process.12–16 In this
article, we systematically investigate the a-Al2O3 nanostruc-
tures produced from a simple chemical route as a function of
the local temperature. Our results show that the temperature
distribution inside the alumina tube is the critical factor for the
morphologies and sizes of the a-Al2O3 nanostructures.

2. Experimental

Ultrahigh purity (99.999%) aluminium was placed at a ceramic
boat. Then, this boat was inserted at the center of the
horizontal alumina tube furnace for heating. A long alumina
plate (6 cm in length and 16 mm in width) was placed to act as
the deposition substrate. Water was introduced into the
reaction by placing an alumina crucible containing about
50 ml distilled water in the upstream side of the alumina tube.
The system was rapidly heated to 1350 uC in 12 min and kept

at this temperature for 2 h in a flowing atmosphere with Ar

both as protecting medium and as carrying gas. During the
heating process, the Ar flow rate was kept at 50 sccm (standard
cm3 min21). After the system was cooled to room temperature,
four distinct zones of white, wool-like products were formed
along the whole alumina plate.
The as-synthesized products were characterized and ana-

lyzed by scanning electron microscopy [(SEM) JEOL JSM
6700F], X-ray diffraction [(XRD) PW1710 instrument with
Cu-Ka radiation], and transmission electron microscopy
[(TEM) JEOL 2010, operated at 200 kV]. For SEM observa-
tions, the product was pasted on an Al substrate using
conductive carbon paste. Specimens for TEM investigations
were briefly ultra-sonicated in ethanol, and then a drop of the
suspension was placed on a carbon film coated holey copper
grid. The photoluminescence (PL) spectrum was obtained
using an Edinburgh FLS 920 fluorescence spectrophotometer
(Xe 900 lamp) at room temperature. The excitation wavelength
was 255 nm and the filter wavelength was 310 nm.

3. Results and discussion

Four distinct zones can be roughly defined through the
deposition thickness of the as-synthesized products. With an
increase in temperature from 1100 to 1300 uC, the thicknesses
decrease gradually from about 2 mm to 50 mm. Further
investigations showed that the first two zones consisted of
a-Al2O3 nanobelts with typical widths ranging from 10 to
500 nm, however, the other two zones consisted of a-Al2O3

nanosheets with typical widths varying from 1 to 10 mm. On the
basis of the appearances described above and the curve
diagram of temperature and deposition distance, four
distinctive temperature zones were identified: zone I (1100–
1150 uC), zone II (1150–1200 uC), zone III (1200–1250 uC) and
zone IV (1250–1300 uC). Fig. 1(a) schematically depicts the
position of the four zones inside the alumina tube. The
corresponding diagram of temperature and deposition distance
is shown in Fig. 1(b).

3.1. Zone I (1100–1150 uC)

Products (the thickest deposition layer, about 2 mm) were
formed in zone I. The length of this zone is about 21 mm. The
morphology of the products was examined using SEM. A
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typical SEM image (Fig. 2(a)) shows that large-scale Al2O3

nanobelts were formed in high yield with widths varying from
10 to 100 nm. A representative SEM of a single nanobelt
(Fig. 2(b)) reveals that the nanobelt has a thickness of 10 nm
and width of 50 nm. The nanobelt has a prefect morphology, as
can be seen from its sharp edges.
Further structural characterization was carried out using

TEM. Fig. 2(c) shows an individual Al2O3 nanobelt, which was
further characterized by selected area electron diffraction
(SAED) and HRTEM, as illustrated in Fig. 2(d). The
corresponding lattice-resolved TEM image and SAED pattern
(inset) recorded perpendicular to the axis of this nanobelt,
revealed that the Al2O3 nanobelt is single-crystalline with an
inter-plane spacing of 0.428 nm, in agreement with the d value
of the (003) planes of a-Al2O3 crystals (d ~ 0.433 nm) with
growth along the v001w direction.17

3.2. Zone II (1150–1200 uC)

With the increase of the substrate temperature, the deposition
thickness decreases, and the width of the Al2O3 nanobelts
increases. The deposition thickness of the products formed in
zone II is about 400 mm and the length of this zone is about
16 mm. The SEM images of these nanostructures formed in this
zone (Fig. 3(a)) are belt-like, which is distinct in shape from
known nanotubes and nanowires. In addition, many twisted
and curved belt-like nanostructures are also observed, which
suggests that the nanobelts might be flexible or might be not as
brittle as bulk alumina. Most nanobelts have uniform widths
along entire lengths with sharp and regular edges, and the
typical widths of the nanobelts vary from 100 to 500 nm.

3.3. Zone III (1200–1250 uC)

Products (a comparatively thin deposition layer, about 100 mm)
were formed in zone III. The length of this zone is about
12 mm. A common feature of inorganic fiber growth is the
presence of various slightly different crystals arising from the
same procedure,9,18 due to different mechanisms occurring
simultaneously or to same deposition mechanism taking place

at distinct furnace zones. Here, a novel type of Al2O3

nanosheets, unlike the hexagonal fibers, having two parallel
flat faces and very small thickness, are shown in Fig. 3(b). The
typical widths of these nanosheets are approximately 1–5 mm
and the thickness is in the range of 10–50 nm.

3.4. Zone IV (1250–1300 uC)

Products (the thinnest deposition layer, about 50 mm) were
formed in zone IV. The length of this zone is about 8 mm.
Large sheets with a width of about 10 mm across and thickness
of several tens of nanometers have been identified using SEM
as shown in Fig. 3(c). It can be seen that the nanosheets branch
out at fixed angles and their endings are always triangular. This
sheet-type structure has previously been observed for Ga2O3

and CdO.2,19

The results described above show that, by a simple chemical
route involving H2O in an Ar atmosphere, Al2O3 nanostruc-
tures with different morphologies and sizes were formed over a
narrow temperature range between about 1100 and 1300 uC
and a long deposition length of about 55 mm. All results
suggest that the temperature in the reaction processes play a
dominant role on the formation of the Al2O3 nanostructures.
The unique structure of the nanobelts and nanosheets

strongly implies that their growth may be mainly determined by
growth kinetics combined with thermodynamics. The vapor–
liquid–solid (VLS) and vapor–solid (VS) crystal growth

Fig. 1 (a) Schematic diagram of the four distinctive growth zones inside
the alumina tube. The deposition widths and temperature ranges of
these zones are also shown. (b) Diagram of temperature and deposition
distance.

Fig. 2 The structure of Al2O3 nanobelts formed in zone I: (a) SEM
image of the as-synthesized large-scale Al2O3 nanobelts with widths
varying from 10 to 100 nm. (b) Representative SEM of a single
nanobelt with a thickness of 10 nm and width of 50 nm. (c) TEM image
of an individual Al2O3 nanobelt. (d) HRTEM image of an Al2O3

nanobelt and SAED pattern (inset) of the nanobelt.
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mechanisms have been widely used for the growth of one-
dimensional nanostructures.20–22 The VLS process was pro-
posed for nanowires grown by a catalytically assisted
technique, in which a nanoparticle is located at the growth
front of the wire and acts as the catalytically active site for atom
deposition. In the VS process, the oxide vapor, evaporated
from the starting oxide at a higher temperature zone, directly
deposits on a substrate at a lower temperature region and
grows into belt-like nanostructures.23 However, the chemical
reactions involved and the detailed growth processes of the
Al2O3 nanostructures here could be quite complicated. To
understand the growth mechanism of these Al2O3 nanostruc-
tures, the following reaction should be considered:19,24,25

2Al 1 3H2O A Al2O3 1 3H2 (1)

The VS process might dominate the growth of these
nanostructures since no nanoparticles have been observed at
the tips of the Al2O3 nanostructures. The growth mechanism of
Al2O3 nanobelts and nanosheets is similar to that of SnO2

nanoribbons.26 The morphologies of the Al2O3 nanobelts and
nanosheets are determined by a combination of growth kinetics

and thermodynamics. Thermodynamics requires the formation
of crystals with well-faceted surface planes with low surface
energy which is strengthened by kinetics where the growth rate
is higher for high-energy surfaces and lower for low energy
ones, and only surfaces with low energy could survive in the
final crystals. However, as for the growth of low-dimensional
nanostructures such as Al2O3 nanobelts and nanosheets, the
difference in the growth rate for varied planes could be
enhanced and a real thermodynamic equilibrium crystal shape
would not be reached. This implies that the end surfaces of the
nanoribbons may have a relatively higher surface energy than
the top surfaces and the side surfaces, which may lead to a
fastest growth rate normal to the end surfaces, medium growth
rate for the side surfaces, and slowest growth for the top
surfaces of the nanoribbons, forming a ribbon structure. The
low-energy surface defines the planes that can present in the
final product from the thermodynamic point of view, while
the growth kinetics determinates the growth direction and the
morphology of the product.
Although we have mainly discussed the effect of substrate

temperature, other experiment parameters such as the gas flow
rate, and the pressure in the furnace also have an influence on
the nanostructure development. Both these parameters are
correlated in a manner that higher flow rate increases the
pressure. Additionally, higher temperature stimulates the faster
evaporation of gas phase species and increase of the partial
pressure of the reactants. All these parameters function
cooperatively and lead to the final morphologies of nano-
ribbons and nanosheets. Here, the temperature is the deter-
mining factor for the morphology formation, a too high
temperature leads to large crystals, while a too low temperature
generally favor the formation of amorphous particles. The
partial pressure of the reactants functions similarly to
temperatures, namely, moderately high pressure promotes
the formation of non-thermodynamic equilibrium nanoribbons
and nanosheets, while a too high or too low pressure only leads
to large particles or thermodynamic equilibrium shaped
crystals. More work is underway to better understand the
growth mechanism and to prepare nanostructures with
different structures or different materials.
PL results taken from the products at the above four zones

are shown in Fig. 4. PL measurements showed a blue
luminescence band in the wavelength range of 400–500 nm
with peak at 431 nm for zone I, 440 nm for zone II, 440 nm for
zone III, and 440 nm for zone IV, respectively. It can be seen
that the nanostructures with different sizes have almost the
same PL band position; however, the intensity varies greatly
from nanobelts to nanosheets. It was reported that heating

Fig. 3 SEM images showing the typical morphology of the as-
synthesized Al2O3 nanostructures grown at (a) zone II, (b) zone III
and (c) zone IV.

Fig. 4 PL spectra of the as-synthesized Al2O3 nanostructures formed at
(a) zone I, (b) zone II, (c) zone III and (d) zone IV, respectively,
measured with an excitation of the 255 nm line of a Xe lamp at room
temperature.
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Al2O3 under strongly reducing conditions resulted in the for-
mation of oxygen vacancies.27,28 Therefore, our Al2O3 nano-
structures prepared under an oxygen deficient atmosphere
could also contain many oxygen vacancies. In the present
experiment, it can be seen that the intensity of the PL bands
increased with the sizes of the Al2O3 nanostructures when the
morphology changed from nanobelts to nanosheets (fig. 4).
This result implies that the high specific surface area of the
Al2O3 nanostructures should also favor the existence of oxygen
vacancies.29 On the basis of the PL results, we can also draw the
conclusion that growth temperature correlates directly with the
morphologies of the product, and is evidenced as the variation
of the PL intensity with different product sizes. It has been
reported that F1 centers (oxygen vacancies with one electron)
in a-Al2O3 cause ultraviolet or violet PL bands and blue PL
bands in nanostructured alumina. For example, PL bands at
394 and 392 nm were observed from a-Al2O3 nanowires and
nanobelts,11 and two peaks in the wavelength region of 400–
550 nm were observed from Al2O3 films.30 We believe that the
PL peaks observed in our experiment are intimately associated
with the F1 centers. Therefore, we proposed that the F1

centers are most probably responsible for the PL emission from
the Al2O3 nanostructures.

4. Conclusions

In summary, we have described a novel method for the
synthesis of a-Al2O3 nanobelts and nanosheets by a simple
chemical route, and the effect of substrate temperature on the
growth of a-Al2O3 nanobelts and nanosheets has also been
studied in detail by SEM. We believe that growth kinetics
combined with thermodynamics is responsible for the forma-
tion of the nanobelts and nanosheets. PL measurements
showed a strong blue luminescence band in the wavelength
range of 400–500 nm, which could be attributed to the F1

centers in the a-Al2O3 nanostructures. These a-Al2O3 nano-
structures may possibly be useful as reinforcements in
composites. In addition, considering their high specific surface
area, optical properties, and low cost, these a-Al2O3 nano-
structures are also suitable building blocks for use as protective
films in composites.
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